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Monthly Technical Analysis

Monthly Nepse Summary
This Month, NEPSE made volatility of 79.24 points. NEPSE made a high of 1181.70 and low of 1102.46
within a Month. Index opened at 1135.73 points and closed at 1154.11 points with the gain of 18.38
points (1.6%).

Exponential Moving Average:
We have used EMA's of 5 days' time period (Green line), 20 days' time period (red line). At present,
NEPSE Index is above 20 days EMA and below 5 days EMA. 5 days EMA cut 20 days EMA from above
which indicates possibility of start of short term down trend (i.e correction). Starting of uptrend will be
confirmed after Nepse Index closes above 5 and 20 days EMA.

Relative Strength Index:
The relative strength index (RSI) is a momentum indicator that measures the magnitude of recent price
changes to evaluate overbought or oversold conditions in the price of a stock or other asset. The RSI is
displayed as an oscillator (a line graph that moves between two extremes) and can have a reading from 0
to 100.
Relative Strength Index is currently at 50 (neutral zone)
This Month market statistics:
Index Open-1135.73 points
Index High- 1181.70

points

Index closed-1154.11 points
Index low- 1102.46 points

Fibonacci Retracement Method:
A Fibonacci retracement is a popular tool that traders can use to identify support and resistance levels,
and place stop-loss orders or target prices. A Fibonacci retracement is created by taking two extreme
points on a stock chart and dividing the vertical distance by the key Fibonacci ratios of 23.6%, 38.2%,
50%, 61.8%, and 100%.
Support and resistance level according to Fibonic.
1st Resistance-1319 point
2nd Resistance-1385 point

1st support-1099 point
2nd support-882 point

Monthly Nepse Summary (17-Jul-2019 to 16-Dec-2019)
S.N Particulars
1 Turnover

Share Units('000)
118,664.18

Amount (Rs. in millions)
32,509.34

2 Non Life Insurance

3,735.81

1,515.88

3 Development Banks

8,645.50

1,713.05

4 Others

1,284.68

626.88

5 Microfinance

6,815.90

4,293.83

6 Life Insurance

3,581.56

1,991.61

7 Commercial Banks

50,177.58

14,891.11

8 Hydro Power

13,397.20

2,460.30

9 Finance

2,324.25

333.71

10 Tradings

126.6

130.88

11 Hotels

1,764.20

450.43

12 Manufacturing And Processing

2,055.48

1,367.41

13 Mutual Fund

10,754.88

100.52

14 Preference Shares

0.68

0.47

15 Promotor Shares

13,999.57

2,633.12

16 OddLot + Manual Trade

2,303.21

577.61

17 Total Paid up value of Listed Shares

439,313.72

18 Market Capitalization

1,466,046.43

19 Market Capitalization of Sensitive

751,738.42

20 Total Paid up value of Sensitive

219,326.64

Index Summary
S.N Particulars
1 NEPSE Sensitive Index High

Index
276.13

2 NEPSE Sensitive Index Low

244.86

3 NEPSE Sensitive Index Closing

253.53

4 NEPSE Float Index High

94.57

5 NEPSE Float Index Low

82.48

6 NEPSE Float Index Closing

85.98

Top Ten Stock by Turnover
S.N.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name of the Security
NMB Bank Limited
Nepal Bank Limited
Nepal Life Insurance Co. Ltd.
NIC Asia Bank Ltd.
Nabil Bank Limited
Himalayan Distillery Limited
SHIVAM CEMENTS LTD
Prabhu Bank Limited
Deprosc Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Limited
Agriculture Development Bank Limited

Top Ten Stock by Market Capitalization

Symbol Amount Traded (Rs. In Million)
NMB
622.46
NBL
456.28
NLIC
273.37
NICA
270.23
NABIL
213.99
HDL
192.92
SHIVM
173.08
PRVU
157.34
DDBL
154.47
ADBL
139.62

S.N.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Security Name
Nepal Doorsanchar Comapany Limited
Nabil Bank Limited
Nepal Investment Bank Limited
Nepal Life Insurance Co. Ltd.
Everest Bank Limited
NMB Bank Limited
Standard Chartered Bank Limited
Himalayan Bank Limited
NIC Asia Bank Ltd.
Agriculture Development Bank Limited

Symbol Capitalization (Rs. In Million)
NTC
96,000.00
NABIL
66,365.38
NIB
54,953.83
NLIC
48,695.98
EBL
46,154.47
NMB
46,118.97
SCB
43,101.50
HBL
42,516.08
NICA
40,619.78
ADBL
36,603.05

Top Ten Stock by Transaction
S.N.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Security Name
NMB Bank Limited
Rasywagadhi Hydro Power Company Ltd
Sanjen Jalvidhyut Company Ltd
Nepal Bank Limited
Nepal Life Insurance Co. Ltd.
Shivam Cement ltd.
Upper Tamakoshi Hydropower Ltd
NIC Asia Bank Ltd.
Ghodighoda Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
Prabhu Bank Limited

Symbol Number of Trades
NMB
6,031.00
RHPL
4,810.00
SJCL
4,752.00
NBL
3,279.00
NLIC
3,076.00
SHIVM
2,730.00
UPPER
2,574.00
NICA
2,504.00
GGBSL
2,206.00
PRVU
2,124.00

Top Ten Stock by Shares Traded
S.N.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Security Name
NMB Bank Limited
Nepal Bank Limited
Prabhu Bank Limited
NIC Asia Bank Ltd.
Machhapuchhre Bank Limited
Civil Bank Ltd
Century Commercial Bank Ltd.
Nepal Credit And Commercial Bank Limited
Prime Commercial Bank Ltd.
Lumbini Bikas Bank Ltd.

Symbol
NMB
NBL
PRVU
NICA
MBL
CBL
CCBL
NCCB
PCBL
LBBL

Number of Shares (In 000)
1,601.00
1,443.00
697.00
658.00
552.00
523.00
465.00
462.00
461.00
445.00

Shares Listed

S.N.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Name of company
Life Insurance Co. Nepal.
Janautthan Samudayik Laghubitta Bikas Bank
Neco Insurance Company Limited
Nepal Insurance Company Limited
Prime Life Insurance Company Limited
Shine Resunga Development Bank Ltd.
Global IME Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd
Muktinath Bikas Bank Ltd.
Machhapuchhre Bank Limited
Citizen Investment Trust
NMB 50

Listing unit
51,51,612
2,88,000
14, 11,534.08
7, 64,327.8972
22, 31,043.75
1, 00, 02,388.64
11, 04,575
57,26,300
40,27,847
24,25,174.64
12,50,00,000

12

10.25% of Machhapuchhre Bank Debenture 2085

30,00,000

13
14

10.25% of NIC ASIA Debenture 2083/84
Orintal Hotels Ltd.

19,43,698
537185.92

Type of listing
Bonus Share
Bonus Share
Bonus Share
Bonus Share
Bonus Share
Acquisition
Right Share
Right Shares
Bonus Shares
Bonus Shares
Mutual fund
Issue of
Debenture
Issue of
Debenture
Bonus Share

Listing
date
2076/08/04
2076/08/04
2076/08/09
2076/08/09
2076/08/09
2076/08/12
2076/08/12
2076/08/16
2076/08/16
2076/08/16
2076/08/16
2076/08/05
2076/08/18
2076/08/22

Trade War and its Impact on World Economy

What is Trade War?
A trade war is when a nation imposes tariffs or quotas on imports and foreign countries retaliate with
similar forms of trade protectionism. As it escalates, a trade war reduces international trade.
A trade war starts when a nation attempts to protect its domestic industry and create jobs. In the short run,
it may work. Tariffs are supposed to give a competitive advantage to domestic producers of that product
as their prices would be lower by comparison. As a result, they would receive more orders from local
customers which will help their business grow, further adding more jobs in the society. But in the long
run, a trade war costs jobs as it depresses economic growth for all countries involved. It also triggers
inflation when tariffs increase the prices of imports.
Causes of U.S. Trade War with China
A trade deficit occurs when exports are less than imports. The United States (U.S.) runs the largest trade
deficit with China, a point that President Donald Trump has used to justify tariffs in the first place. In
2017, the United States exported $130 billion to China. The three largest export categories are aircraft at
$16 billion; soybeans, $12 billion; and automobiles, $11 billion. United States imports from China were
$506 billion. Most of it is electronics, clothing, and machinery.
Half of all Chinese imports are goods used by U.S. manufacturers to make other products. They send raw
materials to China for low-cost assembly. Once shipped back to the United States, they are considered
imports. The tariffs raise their costs, forcing them to either raise prices or lay off workers. An example is
salmon caught in Alaska and sent to China for processing, then sent back to U.S. grocery shelves. If U.S.
imposes tariffs on seafood imports, it will raise prices by 25 cents to 50 cents a pound.
China is the world's No.1 exporter. Its comparative advantage is that it can produce consumer goods for
lower costs than other countries can. China has a lower standard of living, which allows its companies to
pay lower wages. American companies can't compete with China's low costs, so it loses
U.S. manufacturing jobs. Americans, of course, want these goods for the lowest prices but most are not
willing to pay more for "Made in America."
Trade War between U.S. and China
The World Trade Organization (W.T.O) warned that global trade was stalling because of trade war
between U.S. and China. The World Trade Organization slashed its forecast for trade growth for this year
and next. World trade in merchandise is now expected to expand by only 1.2 percent during 2019, the
weakest since 2009, when it plunged by nearly 13 percent in the midst of the worst global financial crisis
since the Great Depression. Only six months ago, the organization was forecasting more than double that

pace of growth, a 2.6 percent expansion in merchandise trade. The W.T.O. warned that intensifying trade
conflicts posed a direct threat to jobs and livelihoods, while discouraging companies from expanding and
innovating.
When the W.T.O. released its last forecast in April, sentiments were buoyed by hopes that Washington
and Beijing were nearing a deal to resolve their trade disputes. But in September, US increased tariffs on
$112 billion worth of Chinese imports, threatening American consumers with higher costs for shoes,
apparel and electronics. So far, the US has slapped tariffs on $550 billion worth of Chinese
products. China, in turn, has set tariffs on $185 billion worth of US goods.
Washington has imposed tariffs on hundreds of billions of dollars worth of Chinese goods to pressure
Beijing into changing its policies on intellectual property, industrial subsidies, market access, and the
forced transfers of technology to Chinese firms. Beijing has consistently denied that it engages in unfair
trade practices, and has retaliated with tariffs on a wide range of US products.
Both the United States and China, the world’s two largest economies, have seen a pronounced cooling in
commercial activity in recent months, a trend aggravated by the tariffs they have imposed on each other’s
exports, raising costs for businesses and consumers, and discouraging investment.
Money moved into the dollar, another reach for safety, lifting its value against other currencies. A
stronger dollar makes American goods more expensive in world markets compared to those produced in
other countries. Further, it will be difficult for the exporters to sell their goods on the global market,
resulting in lower revenues for exporters leading to smaller economy.
While the U.S. benefitted in terms of net trade, the country has been hit by the trade war too. The tariffs
have made products imported from China more expensive burdening the U.S. consumers. This will
reduce consumer spending power and have a negative impact on the volume of consumer purchases. The
International Monetary Fund estimated that US growth would slow to 2.1 per cent next year, down from
this year’s estimate of 2.4 per cent. In the third quarter of 2019, the US economy grew 1.9 per cent,
leading the US Federal Reserve to cut the benchmark interest rate for the third time this year to a range of
between 1.5 per cent to 1.75 per cent.
Chinese economic growth slowed to 6.0 per cent in the third quarter, and many economists expect it to
fall below 6 per cent next year. China exports more goods to the U.S. than to any other country in the
world, and those exports have dropped by more than 12% this year alone. That drop has clearly hit the
Chinese manufacturing sector. Industrial output growth in China fell to its lowest level in 17 years this
summer fueling slow economic growth rate in China.
Impact of Trade War on World Economy
With the intensified trade war between the United States and China, factories slow in major industrial
nations, world commerce is deteriorating rapidly threatening the health of the global economy. The
dangers are clearly mounting, threatening to spread from the factory floor to households in many major
economies.

Prices for crude oil fell, another sign that markets were assuming weaker global economic growth ahead.
Less commercial activity mean less need for fuel to power jets, construction equipment, freight engines
and other key pieces of industrial life.
The trade war is wreaking havoc. The risk is that a slowdown in factory orders could halt the growth of
wages and bring job reductions. The trade war is already menacing many economies that are dependent
on exports. Singapore’s economy is now contracting. Japan, South Korea and Taiwan all sell large
volumes of manufactured goods to China. They have suffered diminished sales as China slows down.
The policy uncertainty about the future and the real enforcement of trade restrictions is starting to be felt
in many economies. German trade group BGA recently revised down its growth forecast for German
exports in 2019 to just 0.5%, from 1.5%. As a result, many companies are scaling back their investment
plans, something that will have repercussions for years to come.
Germany has become a prominent source of concern in Europe as its factory orders plunge, a trend that
deepened in September. German manufacturing troubles stem in part from the fact that Chinese
companies facing tariffs on exports to the United States are shrinking their purchases of German-made
machinery. As German companies produce and export less, some are cutting jobs. That is likely to
dampen German consumer spending, contributing to weakness in other European economies like Spain
and Italy.
The pain is being felt in countries that don’t rely on exports, such as Iceland, which became the first
developed economy to seek aid from the IMF after a 2008 banking collapse. Since then, it has rebuilt its
economy in what has been called a miraculous recovery but now is threatened. Iceland has become
dependent on tourism since the crisis of 2008. But foreign arrivals have dropped since the trade war has
started, and are down 15.6% this summer from the year before.
However, some countries have benefited economically from the trade war, at least in some sectors, due to
increasing exports to the United States and China to fill the gaps left by decreasing trade between the two
economies. Vietnam is the biggest beneficiary, with technology companies moving manufacturing there.
It is reported that, while imports from China are down sharply, imports from Vietnam are up sharply.
Vietnam’s exports to the US swelled by $2.6 billion, driven by trade in communication equipment and
furniture. Malaysia has also benefited from semi-conductor exports, and Brazil from soybeans.
Mexico increased its exports to the US by $3.5 billion, mostly in the agro-food, transport equipment and
electrical machinery sectors. The European Union gained about $2.7 billion due to increased exports,
largely in the machineries sectors. Trade diversion benefits to Korea, Canada and India were smaller but
still substantial, ranging from $0.9 billion to $1.5 billion. The remainder of the benefits was largely to the
advantage of many other countries. But it is left in the future to see whether such benefit last in the long
run or create greater turmoil in the world economy.

The Billion Dollar Indian Startup Build on Green Energy
Indian startup ReNew Power has raised more than $1 billion in funds this year alone for its wind and solar
business. As much as a vote of confidence in ReNew, it's a sign of the country's shift towards renewable
energy. Including hydropower, India has a renewable power capacity of 118 GW, the fifth-highest in the
world. The government wants that to hit 500 GW by 2030.
ReNew is the biggest independent renewable energy producer in the country, generating about 5 GW,
with another 3 GW of new projects built. It has more than 100 wind and solar plants, generating about 1%
of all India's electricity. It also has a rooftop solar business that operates in about 20 states.
ReNew Chairman Sumant Sinha, who founded the company eight years ago said "Historically, India's
energy has been based on coal, primarily for generating electricity. But now renewables have become so
much cheaper, about 30 or 40% cheaper than coal, that going forward a large part of the demand is going
to be met through renewable energy sources."
India now produces the world's cheapest solar power, according to an International Renewable Energy
Agency survey. Half of the world's 10 largest solar parks under construction were in India, according to a
report published last year.
But there are challenges in trying to meet such ambitious renewable targets. Last year, the Indian
government introduced a two-year 25% tariff on solar panels imported from China and Malaysia. The
idea was to promote domestic manufacturing, but some fear it will make solar power more expensive.
Despite the progress, it will be hard for India to produce the targeted 500 GW of renewable energy by
2030 as country is a long way from giving up on coal. India's demand for energy is forecast to more than
double by 2040, according to the International Energy Agency, that means coal will continue to play a
key role in the energy mix.
Attracting investment
At the end of June, ReNew Power raised $300 million from investors, with Goldman Sachs, Abu Dhabi
Investment Authority, and Canada Pension Plan Investment Board each contributing $100 million.
Earlier this year, after ditching plans for an IPO, ReNew received $350 million in debt from the Overseas
Private Investment Corp, the US government's development finance institution, and $375 million by
issuing green bonds.
Other Indian companies benefiting from interest in clean energy include Greenko Energy Holdings. In
June, sovereign wealth funds Abu Dhabi Investment Authority and GIC Holdings Pte Ltd agreed to invest
$495 million in the Hyderabad-based company.

Review: “Sastodeal”

Online Shopping / E-Commerce
In the last decade, technology has changed lot of things in people’s life, the way they used to do work, the
way they acquire knowledge, the way they do shopping, and many more. Due to rapid growth of
technology, business organizations are also able to switch there selling method, from traditional to
electronic. Internet has become main vehicle to conduct commercial transactions for them. It also erases
burden of physical space and helps them to display their products on websites. It is easy gateway to reach
directly to the customers. In these days people are busy with their work and don’t have enough time to go
shopping in the market. So online shopping has become their preferred choice. The online market is also
growing but none of the companies have actually taken the market completely till the date.
Application and internalization of e-commerce can open up new opportunities for doing business. All it
takes is a mobile phone to connect consumers and producers to the market. E-commerce thus has the
potential to connect Nepali micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs), rural women and youth
entrepreneurs, traders and exporters with global value chains. Trade deficit has been driving down
Nepalese economy. It has weakened competitiveness, Industrialization, Innovation, Employment
generation and economic growth. E-commerce will promote our products in the international market and
may create a proper pathway for delivery and sales on future. Some of the E-Commerce platforms such as
Sasto Deal, Esewa, Foodmandu, Pathao and many others have been a boon to the users in Nepal. They are
also being able to create a real value to their business. There are many successful E-Commerce working
on different platforms. Introduced as an online shopping platform, Sasto Deal is one of the pioneers in ecommerce platform in the country.
Market Analysis
This was actually conceptualize by Mr. Amun Thapa who after returning from United States of America,
could sense how doing shopping was very hard for people working at 9-5 job. There is a culture in Nepal
to close down shops in evening time itself in week days and many shops closing down totally in
weekends. At that time, marketing was limited only to TV, Radio, newspaper, pamphlets and Hoarding
boards. Internet penetration at that time was only 9% in Nepal. It was a huge challenge to online startup
ventures. Yet, they didn’t hesitate.
Business module
Marketing product and selling them online was the main concept that was out of sight in Nepal. Sasto
Deal closed barriers between marketing products of the businesses struggling to reach out consumers
since competitiveness was for the same market and consumers to review details online before purchasing
with delivery service. Products are basically handpicked. After enhancing shopping to digitization in
Kathmandu they were the first to reach out consumers from different parts of Nepal. They are connected
to different payment gateways and logistics for ease of payments and delivery. They have this SD
express fast delivery system that delivers any products sized 2*2 with in ring road in 3 hours’ time at
tops. They also brought track the order module in Nepal that allows one to track their order online.
Sastodeal provides platform to market the product of merchandise or manufacturer.

Inside Story
This was started on a very low budget of only NPR. 50,000 by Mr. Amun Thapa along with Mr. Sodhan
Manandhar programmer/CTO of Sastodeal and Mr. Shirshit Rajbhandary, Designer and Current CoFounder of Sasto deal. Main Founder Mr. Amun Thapa convinced the other two to work as a partner. Due
to lack of budget they had to rent a garage and buy 2nd hand furniture’s to setup an office. They faced a lot
of complications on demand and supply at first.
Growth
Struggle to growth period for Sastodeal was from 2011 to 2015. Big enterprises wanted to invest on
Sastodeal during their struggling days but they denied since they weren’t ready on their business module
and system. From 1 Facebook likes to 600k likes and growing with 500k plus active users, Sastodeal
provides platform to merchandise to cater millions of customers free of cost. Since it was a new concept
introduced to Nepal, they became the first entrepreneurs of this generation in Nepal.

Company Analysis

NEPAL DOORSANCHAR COMPANY LIMITED
STOCK SYMBOL: NTC
SECTOR: OTHERS

INTRODUCTION
Nepal Doorsanchar Company Limited was incorporated on 5 February 2004 as a continuation of the then
Nepal Telecommunication Corporation, a Government of Nepal (GoN) undertaking, with all assets and
liabilities of the corporation transferred to the company.
Government of Nepal and Citizen Investment Trust were the principal promoters of the company. Later
the Government of Nepal diluted certain portion of its holdings in favor of the company employees and
the general public. Currently, the Government of Nepal holds 91.52% shares as the promoter of the
company while the remaining 8.48% shareholders are general public.
Nepal Government has recently announced its plan to divest its shareholding at Nepal Telecom (NTC).
The shares of the company are listed and traded on the Nepal Stock Exchange Limited (NEPSE).
The company has its registered office at Bhadrakali Plaza, Kathmandu. The main services include GSM,
CDMA, PSTN under voice service and 3G, 4G, EVDO, WiMAX, FTTH and ADSL under data service.
The company has been the pioneer in introducing ‘client focused’ products and services, and aspires to
continue leadership in introducing new products.
It is the first company in Nepal to introduce 4G/LTE service. Nepal Telecom is serving its clients and
customers through an extensive network of local and regional offices all over the country with 50.9
percent market share in voice service and 43.6 percent market share in data service.

OWNERSHP STRUCTURE
Entity
Government of Nepal
General Public
Citizen Investment trust

% of Shareholding
91.49%
8.48%
0.03%

8.48%

Government of Nepal
General Public
91.49%

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
S.No.

NAME

POSITION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8

Mahendra Man Gurung
Dilli Ram Adhikari
Uttam Kumar Khatri
Vishnu Prasad Kasaju
Raj Bahadur Rawal
Shalaja Rai
RadikaAryal
DhanrajGyawali

Chairman
Managing Director
Director
Director, Public
Director
Company Secretary
Director
Director

Citizen Investment trust

TELECOM STATISTICS: Data of 18 August 2019
1. Subscription of Voice Telephone Service

2. Broadband Services

Note: Data/Internet Service through GPRS Service is excluded in Broadband Subscription
# 1 Connection equal to 4.88 subscribers for fixed broadband (Source: CBS.gov.np)

•
•
•
•
•
•

*Data for the month of August/September 2019 not received
FTTH-Fiber to the Home
NDCL-Nepal Doorsanchar Company Ltd
UTL-united Telecom Ltd
NCELL-Ncell PVT Ltd
NSTPL-Nepal Satellite Telecom Pvt. Ltd
STPL-Smart Telecom Pvt. Ltd

3. Glimpse of Telephone Subscribers in one year

4.

STRENGTHS, WEAKNESS, OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS (SWOT)
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESS

• Strong goodwill and trust amongst the people.
• Wide range of service portfolio covering voice
and data.
• Strong brand name.
• Nationwide branches and network coverage.
• Massive skilled and technical manpower.
• Huge infrastructure and assets.
• Good financial health.
• More than 158 Customer Care Centers.

• Inadequate infrastructure in rural regions.
• Delay in adoption of technology.
• Lengthy decision making process.
• Delay in completion of project.
• Service quality and reliability issues.
• Government owned company hence bound by
government rules and regulations.
• Increasing capex costs for continuous upgrading
of network infrastructure.
• High cost of capital but no debt element in
capital structure of the company.
OPPORTUNITIES
THREATS
• Fast changing technology.
• Untapped telecom market.
• New business opportunities. using m-commerce, • Increasing competition and competitive pricing.
• Large investment in license renewals and
m- wallet, VAS, content business.
spectrum.
• Increasing demand of data services.
• Difficulty in understanding evolving customer
• Expansion of network in rural areas.
perceptions.
• Investment diversification.
• Low growth in economy.
• Infrastructure sharing.
• Customer churning.
•Emphasis on telecommunications and IT
• Threat of new entrants.
solutions and broadband internet services.
• Popularity of Social Media Applications such
• International Lease and Enterprise Business
as Skype, WhatsApp, WeChat, Viber, Facebook
Messenger, etc.

PERFORMANCE OF THE COMPANY
Years
KEY FINANCIALS
Total Revenue (NPR. 000)
Gross Profit (NPR. 000)
Net Income (NPR. 000)
Return on Asset (TTM) %
Return on Equity (TTM)
%
EPS (Annualized)
Reported PE (Annualized)
Paid Up Capital (NPR.
000)
Reserve
and
Surplus
(NPR. 000)
Book Value per Share
Market Value Per Share

*2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

2015/16

2014/15

43,482,010.84
36,728,370.60
10,208,168.45
7.61%

45,269,484.96
36,880,854.84
17,483,801.83
13.79%

44,588,989.12
36,462,262.41
15,372,764.12
12.98%

44,209,249.94
36,553,065.28
13,681,157.87
12.08%

42,638,371.80
34,660,112.30
14,556,338.38
14.07%

10%
68.05
10.18

18.31%
116.56
-

17.34%
102.49
-

16.38%
91.21
-

21.02%
97.04
-

15,000,000.00

15,000,000.00

15,000,000.00

15,000,000.00

15,000,000.00

86,731,701.88
678.21
693

84,665,117.7
664.43
721

76,330,848.23
608.87
675

71,027,877.33
573.52
689

65,998,443.44
539.99
636

Dividend Per Share (NPR)
Bonus %
Cash %

-

51
55%

55
55%

51
51%

50
50%

Company’s various services including wired, wireless and value added services are the major sources of
revenue. These include Voice, SMS, Internet, broadband and other value added and content-based
services.
NTC has 50.9 percent market share in voice service and 43.6 percent in data service. The subscriber base
of voice service has increased by 13.51 percent to 19.98 million and subscriber base of data service has
increased by 29.24 percent to 10.88 million in FY 2017/18. The increase in use of smart phones and
booming data/internet market has allowed customers to use various tech savvy applications.
92.6 percent of the total revenue is from services and the remaining revenue is from other sources.
Revenue of the company has increased by 1.52 percent to NPR 45.27 billion and net profit increased by
13.73 percent to NPR 17.48 billion in FY 2017/18.Due to increase in competition, the company has been
forced to reduce tariff of its services resulting into great challenge to maintain its revenue. In spite of
above challenges, the company has been able to increase total revenue by 1.52 percent to NPR 45.27
billion.
The popularity of OTT (Over the Top) mobile applications such as Viber, Whatsapp, Facebook
Messenger, etc has negatively affected their interconnection business and hence resulted in decline in the
company’s revenue from their service. These apps enable one to make free calls or instant message to
people anywhere in the world using the internet. This has not only impacted the revenue it had previously
generated from international calling but some of the domestic calls are also being decreased due to these
apps. Using free WiFi/cellular data and OTT, enables a user to make free calls or saves some cost. Also
the ease of video calls, file transfer now put the OTT apps in the upper position which cellular operators
cannot compete.
According to the provisional financial statement for the FY 2018/19, the total income has decreased by
4% to NPR 43.48 billion from previous year which was NPR 45.26 billion. Out of the total income, it
managed to generate NPR 36.78 billion, as income from its customers which is a decrease by 18.30
percent from previous fiscal year.

MILLIONS

INCOME FROM SERVICES
50.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
10.00
0.00

45.03
36.78

44.43

44.21

42.64
35.59 34.14
32.81
26.41

However, there was a slight increment from other sources of income. Other source of income includes
income generated from financial instruments such as investments in corporate and government bonds,
term deposits with Class A commercial banks in Nepal and interest on employee loans.
The company has been investing in projects such as Trishuli 3B (Investment as Associates). The company
holds 50% of equity investment as at reporting date in Trishuli Jalvidyut Company Limited. However, the
company does not hold control of Trishuli Jalvidyut Company Limited, therefore Trishuli Jalvidyut
Company Limited is continued to be recognized as an associates. The Capital structure of Trishuli
Jalvidyut Company Limited is structured in such a way that the company will ultimately hold 30% and
the current equity holding is just a temporary effect. As per the project schedule, the construction of
Headrace Tunnel started from the end of December, 2018 and the project will be completed on 29th of
Falgun, 2077.
Additionally, NTC has 6% stake at Upper Tamakoshi (UPPER) and 4.10% stake at Vidhyut Utpadan
Company Ltd and Hydropower Investment and Development Company Limited (HIDCL).
The company has made investments in such corporate shares under long term investment strategy. These
companies are yet to be in full operation to generate revenue. However, company believes, considering
other similar investments in the market, that the long-term return from the investments and the future
value will more than sufficiently cover the cost of the investments. The cost value currently represents the
fair value of the investments.
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Total expenditure of the company for FY 2018/19 was NPR 28.22 billion, an increase by 20.91 percent
which was NPR 23.34 billion in the previous fiscal year. The major operational expenses of the company
are in operations and maintenance of services, administrative and employee expenses. The operation and
maintenance cost of the company was NPR 6.75 billion in FY 2018/19 which was NPR 8.38 billion, a
decrease of 19.49 percent. The company has also adopted a strategy of outsourcing its major business
activities to reduce operational expenditure and streamline operations. Similarly, various measures have
been taken to reduce administrative and operational expenses. Transportation policy, power management
initiatives, activities towards financial discipline, technical audit etc. are directed towards reducing
expenses and enhancing overall efficiency of the organization.
In the review year, NTC has paid NPR 3.51 billion as royalty to the Government of Nepal while in the
previous year, NTC had paid NPR 1.55 billion under the same overhead, which is an increase of 125.5
percent.
As per the conditions laid down as Telecommunication Rules, 2054 by the Nepal Telecommunications
Authority, any entity holding an operating license shall pay 4% as Royalty and 2% contribution to Rural
Telecommunication Development Fund (RTDF) on the total revenue collected by the operator. As per
the law, total annual income means an income obtained by the licensee by providing the
telecommunication service to the consumer except the amount including deposit, service tax, value added
tax, other indirect tax and an amount received from the sale of telecommunication equipment.
In provisional annual report of FY2018/19, Nepal Doorsanchar Company Limited (NTC) has earned
net profits of NPR 10.20 billion which was NPR 17.48 billion in FY 2017/18, a decline of 41.61 percent.

The decline in net profit is the result of the decline of revenue from customers and license fee renewal.
Nepal Telecom Company has to pay NPR. 20 billion as GSM License renewal fee. The renewal is to be
made for the first time in ten years and second time in five years. It shall pay the amount in 8 annual
installments. Due to this liability, the company’s profit has largely suffered. Other reasons include the
change of corporate tax from 25% to 30% incorporated from FY 2074/75.
The paid-up capital of the company remains unchanged at NPR 15 billion in the FY 2018/19. The
reserves of the company grew from NPR 84.66 billion to NPR 89.73 billion in the corresponding period,
an increase of 2.38%.
With the decrement in the profit, the annualized earnings per share (EPS) of the company dropped to NPR
68.05 from NPR 116.56. The current price of the NTC share in the market is NPR 693 which was NPR
721 last year.
Contribution to Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
According to Nepal Telecom Authority (NTA), which is the telecom sector regulator of the country, the
telecommunications sector is generating almost NPR 45 billion in revenue for the government annually
through various taxes, including value added tax (VAT), telecom service charge (TSC), royalty and Rural
Telecommunication Development Fund (RTDF) fees, among others.
In its annual report of FY 2017/18, NTC has made 2.9 percent contribution to GDP (Service) in review
period. It shows significance of the company in the growth of national GDP. Similarly, as in previous
years, company has played imperative role in the government treasury. In the review period, company has
contributed 58 percent of its total revenue to government treasury and company’s share in government
treasury is 3.66 percent., the company has contributed NPR 26.65 billion for tax and non-tax in the
government treasury.
While Axiata – the parent company of Ncell, releasing its annual report recently has claimed that Ncell’s
estimated contribution to Nepal’s economy last year stood at $692 million, including operating
expenditure of $208 million and capital investment of $96 million.
The revenue of Ncell for 2018 was NPR 57.5 billion. In the same year their earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortization was NPR 35.5 billion. Further, profit after tax in 2018 was NPR 15.3
billion. In 2018, Ncell was impacted by multiple regulatory challenges within a competitive operating
environment. This includes a 2 ppt increase in Telecommunications Service Charge (TSC) for voice and
other services, introduction of an unprecedented 13% TSC for data services and a 5 ppt increase in
corporate tax rate. Coupled with the expected decline in the high-margin International Long Distance
(ILD) business as consumers switch to OTT alternatives, Ncell’s 2018 full year revenue, earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization and profit after tax declined by 1.0%, 4.9% and 19.3%
respectively.
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
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Technical Chart

Exponential Moving Average:
We have used EMA's of 5 days' time period (Green line), 20 days' time period (red line). At present, NTC
price is above 20 days EMA and 5 days EMA. 20 days EMA cut 05 days EMF from below indicates
possibility of start of short term down trend and vice-versa.
Relative Strength Index:
The relative strength index (RSI) is a momentum indicator that measures the magnitude of recent price
changes to evaluate overbought or oversold conditions in the price of a stock or other asset. The RSI is
displayed as an oscillator (a line graph that moves between two extremes) and can have a reading from 0
to 100.
Relative Strength Index is currently at 54 (Neutral zone)

Fibonacci retracement method:
A Fibonacci retracement is a popular tool that traders can use to identify support and resistance levels,
and place stop-loss orders or target prices. A Fibonacci retracement is created by taking two extreme
points on a stock chart and dividing the vertical distance by the key Fibonacci ratios of 23.6%, 38.2%,
50%, 61.8%, and 100%.
Support and resistance level for according to fibonic.
1st Resistance-687 point

1st support-617 point

2nd Resistance-708 point

2nd support-548 point

CONCLUSION
Nepal Telecom (NT) for years had its monopoly in telecommunication services until private players made
their foray into the sector. NTC was the sole service provider for decades. Ncell entered the Nepali
market only a few years ago under a different brand. Out of five telecom operators with licenses to
operate services in the country, the NT and Ncell currently have the major control over the sector. Other
license holders (Hello Nepal, Smart and UTL) have very limited market share
While NTC provides all types of phone services, Ncell has been exclusively focusing on providing Global
System for Mobile (GSM) mobile lines. Over the past few years, Ncell, with its aggressive marketing and
better services, has been chipping away at NTC’s market share. While NTC continues to lead in terms of
number of total subscribers, Ncell recently overtook NTC to become the leading provider of GSM mobile
lines in the country.
Nepal Telecom (NTC) is losing market share so rapidly to private rivals due to reasons such as declining
ARPU (Average revenue per unit), huge infrastructure investment, taxes and improving connectivity.
While some of the challenges are being addressed to some extent, however very least has been done. To
make matters worse, it has recently become involved into controversies for reason such as corruption,
mismanagement and politicization.
With such a challenging business environment, NTC has initiated many strategies to make up for the
profit decline. NTC also plans to expand the 4G network throughout the country, with the roll-out work
already started. They are also launching FTTH fiber internet in several areas of the country for home
broadband.
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